ABB MECHANICAL SERVICES

Dodge® shaft mount remanufacturing
Designed, manufactured, and now serviced by the name you trust

ABB now services Dodge TXT, TDT, TAI1 and MTA shaft mount reducers. All work is performed using genuine factory parts built to factory specifications by ABB factory employees. Remanufacturing reducers you can depend on.

ABB advantage:
• “Factory Reset” to original factory specifications
• Genuine factory parts
• All new hardware installed
• 12 month new factory warranty
• Quick ship program on all TAI1 and TXT reducers
• New nameplate with traceable serial number
• Return freight included

Remanufacture levels for any situation:
• Level 1: The bearings and all seals are replaced.
• Level 2: Input gear set, all seals and bearings are replaced.
• Level 3: Complete factory reset with all gearing, bearings, and seals replaced.

Nomenclature: Torque Arm remanufacturing
3R272601 TXT1024AT Level 3 remanufacture

2R907001 TA7315H25 Level 2 remanufacture

Contact ABB services:
For more information about this and other ABB mechanical service products, please contact your local ABB Motors and Mechanical Inc. Sales Representative or the ABB Mechanical Services team at MechanicalServices@abb.com.

new.abb.com/mechanical-power-transmission